Introduction

Domestication and archaeology
The southern slopes of the Zagros and Taurus mountains host the earliest archaeological evidence, dating back to between 10,000 and 11,500 BP, for the domestication of sheep, goats, cattle and pigs. It seems that animals were initially managed in these centres and only later develop features of the domesticated forms we see today (Zeder, 2008) . Reconstructing the demographic histories of these species is a challenging task and, to date, most of our knowledge comes from archaeozoological investigation of skeletal remains. In this article we show that the additional inferences that can be made on the basis of genetic and palaeogenetic data provide complementary information about the demographic history of human and domesticate populations.
In order to contribute to current understanding of domestication processes, we focus on two of these species, namely goats and horses. The natural distribution of Capra aegagrus, the closest wild ancestor of domestic goat (Capra hircus) is restricted to Anatolia, the Near and the Middle East, a region that encompasses the Zagros and Taurus mountains, where the earliest evidence for animal domestication is found. As Capra hircus is now widely distributed throughout Eurasia and Africa, goat domestication must have first occurred in these regions; and domesticated stock must have spread from there.
Horse domestication differs in at least two important ways from that of goat, sheep, cattle and pigs. First, it seems to have occurred at least 3,000 years later (Anthony and Brown, 2003) , and second, archaeological evidence suggests the existence of distinct domestication centres, located mainly in modern day Ukraine and Kazakhstan; some distance from domestication centres for other species. Indeed, isotopic and osteological analyses provide direct evidence of horse milking and riding in a site from the Botai Culture, Nothern Kazakhstan, dated to the mid-sixth millennium BP (Outram et al., 2009 ).
Goat and horse genetic diversity
As domesticates are numerous worldwide, it is expected that the range expansions and migrations from local wild populations would have left some signatures on patterns of genetic diversity in these animals. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) has some features that are well suited to address such questions. First, its uniparental (i.e., maternal) inheritance means all copies in a population are related through a singlegene genealogy that is relatively easy to infer. Second, its mutation rate is high enough (particularly in hypervariable regions I and II) to allow distinct types (haplotypes) to evolve over relatively short time spans. Third, because it is present in many copies per cell, it is considerably easier to obtain from archaeological samples, where DNA degradation can be considerable.
One of the first studies on goat genetic diversity (Luikart et al., 2001 ) defined 4 highly divergent mtDNA haplogroups in C. hircus populations. Two alternative hypotheses were proposed to explain the presence of such high divergence in those domesticates: either (i) they represented four distinct maternal origins (and therefore, four distinct domestication events); or (ii) such diversity already existed in the ancestral population. The latter hypothesis was discarded because the estimated effective-population size necessary to maintain such diversity (between 38,000 and 82,000 effective females) would have been, a priori, too high. However, an ancient DNA study has shown that two of these haplogroups, A and C, were already present within an ancient sample from south-eastern France dated to 7,000 years BP (Fernandez et al., 2006) . Furthermore, the genetic diversity of domestic goats (Naderi et al., 2007) appears to be a subset of the diversity observed in wild goats (Naderi et al., 2008) , at least in terms of presence/absence of mtDNA haplogroups. The principal differences between wild and domestic, and within domestic, populations remain at the level of haplogroup frequencies, with haplogroup A being the more frequent in domestic goats. Therefore, if these highly divergent haplogroups are represented in wild populations, and the genetic diversity observed in domestic goats can be considered a subset of C. aegagrus diversity, then the "one haplogroup equals one domestication event" approach to inferring population histories should be reconsidered. Indeed, it is now clear that equating haplogroups -which are arbitrarily designated -with ancestral populations or demographic episodes, such as domestication events, is highly problematic (Barbujani et al., 1998; Belle et al., 2006; Burger and Thomas, 2011; Goldstein and Chikhi, 2002; Nielsen and Beaumont, 2009) .
For horses, the only wild species still alive is Przewalski's horse (Equus przewalskii). However, it is genetically very different from domestic horse and cannot be considered as a proxy for the ancestral horse population(s) from which domestication occurred. One attempt to investigate horse domestication on the basis of genetic diversity was made by Vilà and colleagues (2001) . They analysed a portion of the mtDNA control regions in 191 modern horses from 10 different breeds. They also sequenced ancient DNA from 8 Pleistocene Alaskan horses and 8 northern European archaeological samples dated between 1,000 and 2,000 years ago. They found high diversity and deep coalescence time in mtDNA. Unsurprisingly, analysis of autosomal microsatellites revealed a higher divergence than for mtDNA. These data indicate that domestic horse mtDNA lineages have an ancient origin that is anterior to the beginning of domestication, and further suggest either multiple domestication events, or domestication from a genetically diverse population, or introgression from many different wild lineages subsequent to domestication. The wild ancient Alaskan group shows low levels of genetic diversity, and even though haplotype diversity differs significantly between modern breeds, each shows usually high genetic diversity. Moreover, there is little evidence of strong mtDNA phylogeographic or breed structuring. In contrast, individuals from the same breed did tend to cluster together in a tree based on 15 hypervariable autosomal microsatellites. These observations led Vilà and colleagues to favour post-domestication introgression of wild horses from a large number of distinct populations and predominantly maternal gene flow in breeding practices (Vila et al., 2001) .
This hypothesis was supported by another study that considered a wider set of sequences (Jansen et al., 2002) . In their article, 652 mtDNA sequences from domestic and Przewalski horses were interpreted from a median-joining network representation of the data. The diversity pattern did not show any notable phylogeographic structuring. By eliminating the proportion of mtDNA types that are likely to have arisen in their sample -by the fastest conceivable mutation rate -between the earliest likely date for horse domestication and the present, they estimated that a minimum of 77 wild mares contributed to domestic horse populations. They finally addressed the possibility that these females were domesticated from a single wild horse population. To do so, they used the contemporaneous geographical distribution of mtDNA haplotypes and compared their frequency and diversity with those of wild Przewalski and Alaskan horses. Jansen and colleagues concluded that the most likely scenario is that more than one wild horse population was recruited for domestication. Finally, recent work from Lira and colleagues (2010) suggested a certain degree of continuity between wild Neolithic and modern domesticated Iberian horses.
The coalescent and inference of population demographic histories
The coalescent is a retrospective and probabilistic model of how lineages coalesce, or join, to form the genealogy of a sample of genes under a particular demographic history. When combined with a mutation model, it can be used to make predictions about patterns of genetic variation. In simplified terms, coalescent theory considers the ancestral relationships among gene copies for a sample of genes. Rather than considering the genetic history of a whole population going forward in time, the coalescent looks backwards in time, building gene genealogies only for the samples under consideration. At each step going back one generation in time, two samples "pick" a parent randomly in the population, and whenever they both "pick" the same parent, they coalesce into a single lineage (Rosenberg and Nordborg, 2002) . All the lineages eventually coalesce into one single common ancestor, the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of all the gene copies in a sample. Because selectively neutral mutations do not affect reproduction, they can be superimposed, or 'sprinkled' at random, onto the branches of a simulated genealogy afterwards. (Note that an important assumption here is that the mitochondrial variation is selectively neutral.) When the MRCA is found, mutations are added through a Poisson process forwards along the branches of the generated gene genealogy to produce simulated genetic data. Crucially, because one need only consider the ancestors of the sampled gene copies, there is no need to simulate the entire population. This feature makes coalescent simulation computationally very efficient and so an appropriate and powerful tool for investigating domestication processes.
Coalescent simulation does not lead a researcher directly from empirical data to an inference about population-demographic history. Rather, it allows a researcher to examine a range of different demographic history hypotheses. This can be performed by simulating genetic datasets under a range of demographic scenarios and then identifying those scenarios (hypotheses) for which the simulated data are most similar to the observed data (see Nielsen and Beaumont (2009) for a review of some of the methods utilized). This is in sharp contrast to phylogeographic approaches, which assume that population histories can be directly deduced from estimated genealogies (as represented by phylogenetic trees or networks). The coalescent approach has a number of advantages, including the ability to examine a wide range of different hypotheses and accommodation of the fact that genealogies sampled from distinct individuals are random realizations of a stochastic, population-level process. But perhaps most importantly, the coalescent simulation approach, in combination with statistical methods such as Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) (Fagundes et al., 2007; Ray et al., 2009) , allows different hypotheses to be compared in a robust statistical framework.
In this paper we use coalescent simulation and observed genetic diversity patterns to compare a number of models, of different complexity, for the domestication of goats and horses. The models we consider here are necessarily simplifications of the true domestication processes and are only a small subset of all plausible models. They are, however, informed by archaeological data and allow us to address the following questions concerning these domestication processes: (1) Can the mtDNA diversity pattern observed in wild and domestic goat populations be explained by those populations having originated from a single metapopulation (without significant structuring between them), or are more complex (multi-population) models required? (2) Assuming continuity between wild and domestic horse populations, are patterns of modern and ancient horse mtDNA diversity best explained by domestication of a small proportion of wild horses, or by domestication of most wild horses present at the time?
Material and Methods
Samples
Goats: We used published sequences of domestic (Naderi et al., 2007) and wild goats (Naderi et al., 2008) from Europe and the Middle East, as well as published sequences of ancient domestic goats (Fernandez et al., 2006) . When using the term "Middle East" for both C. hircus and C. aegagrus samples, we refer to samples coming from five countries, namely Azerbaijan, Dagestan, Iran, Pakistan or Turkey. We restricted our Middle-Eastern C. hircus samples to the same geographic region as C. aegagrus samples for simplicity of comparison. We used the following sequences: 1046 mtDNA sequences of C. hircus from all over Europe and an ancestral sample of 19 sequences, 368 mtDNA sequences of C. hircus from the Middle-East and 471 sequences of C. aegagrus (Fig. 1) . We considered 130 base pairs of the mtDNA HVR region, the maximum length available for the 19 published ancient samples (Fernandez et al., 2006) .
Horses: We analysed 246 base pairs (bp) from the mtDNA HVR in ancient and modern horses. We obtained sequences for 10 ancient wild samples from Central Europe, dated to the Late Glacial period (17,000-11,600 BP) (Weber, 2005) . We then compared those to 1096 published modern horse sequences from different regions and breeds throughout the world (Lira et al., 2010) . Regarding the five models simulated for the goat samples, in each model three modern populations were sampled: 1: a sample of C. aegagrus population, 2: a sample of Near East C. hircus population, and 3: a sample of Europe C. hircus population. Additionally, sample 4, corresponding to the ancient DNA sample from Southern France, was sampled from the coalescent process at 7,000 years BP. Depending on the model considered, unknown parameters estimated at the end of the simulations are the ancestral population size (parameter range of [100-50,000] in all models), the modern population size(s) (parameter ranges of [10,000-1,000,000] in Model 1, [1,000-10,000] for the wild and [10,000-1,000,000] for the domestic populations in Model 2 to 5), the bottleneck sizes (parameter range of [10-10,000] in all models) that founded the respective populations simulated, and migration rates (parameter range of [0-0.001] in Model 2 to 5) when several populations were considered. Note that for model 1, the modern effective female population size estimated would represent the entire goat population, both wild and domestic; while in model 2 and 3, two modern population sizes are estimated, one for the wild population, and another one estimated for the domestic population of both Near Eastern and European goats. Finally in model 4 and 5, three modern effective population sizes are considered as distinct from one another, with an estimation of the wild effective population size, another of the Near-Eastern domesticate population and the last one of the European domesticate populations. (b) Regarding the three models simulated for the horse samples, two different genetic groups were sampled, indicated by the following numbers: 1: Late Glacial (17,000-11,600 BP); 2: modern horses. Depending on the model, unknown parameters that are estimated at the end of the simulations are the ancestral population size (parameter range of range [100-10,000] in Model 3), the modern population size (parameter range of [1,000-500,000] in all models), the bottleneck size (parameter range of [10-10,000] in Model 2), and the time of domestication (parameter range of [700-1,700] in Model 2 and 3)
Summary statistics
Distinct indices can be calculated from a set of DNA sequence samples to describe various aspects of their genetic diversity. These measures are called "summary statistics" and can be obtained for any sample of DNA sequences. They contain indirect information on the demographic parameters -ancestral population size(s), bottleneck size(s) and population structures -that have shaped the observed data in those samples. The software ARLEQUIN v. 3.1 was used to calculate a number of summary statistics describing the genetic diversity within and among the samples used. Five summary statistics (number of haplotypes, number of segregating sites, haplotype diversity, Tajima's D and average number of pairwise differences) were calculated for each sample individually, and four summary statistics (number of private haplotypes to one sample, number of private haplotypes to the other sample, average number of pairwise differences and pairwise Fst) were calculated for pairwise comparisons of samples (e.g. between ancient and modern samples, or between modern samples from different regions). In total, 44 summary statistics were used to describe and compare the genetic diversity within and between the four goat populations samples (Fernandez et al., 2006; Naderi et al., 2008; Naderi et al., 2007) . Likewise, a total of 14 summary statistics were calculated to describe the relationships within and between the two horse populations samples.
Coalescent simulations
The coalescent approach allows both the evaluation of competing demographic models and the estimation of the model parameters. First, genealogies are simulated for a given demographic model, with its associated parameter values. Once the genealogies have been created, simulated genetic data are generated through the genealogy. Finally, summary statistics describing the genetic diversity of the simulated data under that model are calculated. These simulations were performed with the software Bayesian Serial Simcoal (Anderson et al., 2005) , as it allows the incorporation of both modern and ancient DNA samples. The software is based on a two-step modelling process. If n 1 and n 2 are the sample sizes for the modern and ancient sample, respectively, and t 1 is the age (in generations) of the ancient sample, coalescence of n 1 sequences is modelled backwards in time from the present, with n 2 sequences added to the genealogy after t 1 generations.
Genetic data are generated for each simulated genealogy, and those data are used to calculate summary statistics (i.e., the simulated summary statistics). The model(s) that generate the statistics the 'closest' to those observed (i.e., the 'best-fitting') are retained. For this purpose, a group of techniques called approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) have been widely used in population genetic studies (Beaumont et al., 2002; Fagundes et al., 2007; Nielsen and Beaumont, 2009; Wegmann et al., 2009 ). These techniques require a very large number of simulations to be performed. The basic idea underlying the use of ABC is that the probability of obtaining the observed summary statistics is proportional to the number of simulated data sets producing summary statistics that are a small distance from the observed summary statistics. Euclidean distances between the observed and simulated summary statistics allow us to determine which of the simulated model(s) best explain the observed patterns of genetic diversity. These Euclidean distances are standardized by common mean and standard deviation of the simulated summary statistics, calculated over all the simulations, regardless the model they belong to . Note that there are some issues about how small these Euclidean distances should be and about the number of statistics to be used. These issues are discussed in detail elsewhere (Joyce and Marjoram, 2008; Wegmann et al., 2009) . Once the best fitting models have been determined, inferences of some unknown parameters drawn from prior distributions (e.g. ancestral effective-population sizes, modern effective-population sizes, bottleneck or founder event sizes, or time of events) can be made.
Models of goat domestication
Five demographic models were examined to assess how the domestication process has shaped goat genetic diversity (Fig. 1a) . The first model considers that all goat samples (the wild, and both modern domestic samples) come from a single population that underwent exponential growth following a bottleneck that occurred some 11,500 years ago. This bottleneck corresponds to a founder event, when animal management in the wild began to affect genetic diversity of the ancestral goat population. This is a simplistic way of seeing the domestication process, but our aim is to examine the simplest possible scenarios first, before adding further complexity. Our reasoning here is that if patterns genetic variation can be explained better by simple models than more complex ones, then -in the absence of clear evidence for specific components of additional complexity -invoking more complex models cannot be justified. This model tests the hypothesis that contemporaneous domestic and wild goat populations behave as a single, random-mating metapopulation. It is equivalent to a neutral model of population expansion without any population structuring. As we cannot be certain what the real ancestral effective population size may have been, we parameterized this component of the model so that it can take any value between 100 and 50,000 effective females. We also parameterized the bottleneck size, allowing it to take any value between 1,000 and 10,000 effective females, while the modern effective female population size could take any value between 10,000 and 1,000,000. We used the same ranges for both ancestral effective-population and bottleneck sizes in subsequent models.
The second model considers that both modern wild and modern domestic populations were derived from an initially 'managed' wild population that originated from an ancestral wild population via a bottleneck 11,500 years ago. This population was assumed to stay constant in size to give rise to modern wild goats. Some 1,000 years later, a founder event from this 'managed' wild population occurred, forming what would become the contemporaneous C. hircus population. The modern wild and domesticate effective population sizes take, independently, any values between 1,000 and 10,000, and between 10,000 and 1,000,000, respectively. These ranges were also used for the third model, which assumes that C. hircus samples both from Europe and the Middle East on the one hand, and the C. aegagrus sample, on the other hand, are drawn from a single ancestral population via two distinct founder events some 11,500 years ago. Both populations undergo exponential growth following those founding events. Both Models 2 and 3 assume that domestic populations, whether they come from Europe or the Middle East, represent a single large metapopulation without significant structuring. Note that Models 2 and 3 both allow migrations between domestic and wild goat populations, and migration rates can take any value between 0 and 0.001 females per generation.
The fourth model is similar to the second model except that Middle Eastern and European domestic goats were modelled as separate populations, with the latter assumed to be derived from the former. In this model, as in Model 2, the ancestral wild population underwent a founder event some 11,500 years ago and stayed constant thereafter. The Middle Eastern C. hircus population was then formed by a founder event 10,500 years ago from the wild population which remained constant in size, and 1,500 years later the European C. hircus population was formed from the Middle Eastern domesticate population by a third founding event. In the fifth model, each of the three modern populations -European domestic, Middle Eastern domestic, and wild -were assumed to have been formed from the ancestral wild population by distinct founder events, each of which occurred 11,500 generations ago. All three populations were allowed to undergo exponential growth from that time on. In both Models 4 and 5, each modern domesticate and wild effective population size could take any value in the intervals [10,000-1,000,000] and [1,000-10,000], respectively. In both models, migrations between European C. hircus and C. aegagrus are prohibited. However, bidirectional migration is permitted (in the range [0-0.001]) between European and Middle Eastern C. hircus, and between Middle Eastern C. hircus and C. aegagrus. Both models address the role of continental-scale geographic structuring of goat populations, and whether more population structuring is required to account for the differences between the two domestic samples and the wild sample.
Models of horse domestication
As outlined above, the findings of several studies on horse mtDNA have been interpreted as indicating multiple domestications. However, patterns of genetic diversity in modern horses do not indicate any strong phylogeographic structuring (Jansen et al., 2002; Lira et al., 2010; Vilà et al., 2001 ). This could be explained by extensive gene flow between regions -presumably due to breeding practices and intensive trade -during the centuries since domestication. Nonetheless, we should first consider simple models of horse domestication; one of a single domestication event that founded a single and effectively panmictic worldwide population of domestic horses. We therefore simulated three different demographic models in order to test this single domestication hypothesis (Fig. 1b) . The explored ranges for population sizes and domestication times were kept wider than might be considered realistic, in order to accommodate extreme parameter values.
Model 1 can be considered as our "null hypothesis". We simulated a single population constant in size over time. Effective-population sizes between 1,000 and 500,000 individuals were considered. While such a model might be considered unrealistic, it is important to included it to see if the genetic data available contain sufficient information to justify favouring more complex and realistic models.
Model 2 simulates a wild population whose size remained constant until domestication occurred and then underwent a period of exponential growth lasting until the modern day. The interval of values for the ancestral wild population size was between 10 and 10,000 effective females. We set the time of domestication within a range between 4,200 and 10,200 years BP. The modern day effective female population size could assume any value between 1,000 and 500,000 females, as in Model 1.
In Model 3, the ancestral wild population remains constant, at a size taking any value between 100 to 10,000 individuals, until domestication occurs, within the same time range used in Model 2. At that time, a bottleneck occurs -corresponding to the founder event -of between 10 and 10,000 effective domesticated females, from which the domesticated population grows exponentially until modern times. The range of possible values of modern effective female size is the same as in Models 1 and 2 (between 1,000 and 500,000 females).
Model comparisons
In order to compare the models tested, we used an extension of the Bayes Factor (Kass and Raftery, 1995) for more than two models. We performed 500,000 simulations under each model, providing a total of 2,500,000 and 1,500,000 simulations for goats and horses, respectively. For each species, we standardized the Euclidean distances (d) with common mean (mean i ) and standard deviation (std i ) over the total number of simulations using all the summary statistics as follow:
with i varying from 1 to 44, or 1 to 14 summary statistics for goats or horses, respectively. We then ranked those standardized Euclidean distances from the smaller ones (i.e., the ones where the summary statistics of the simulated data were most similar to those of the observed data). Finally, we obtained a ratio of the models that gave the smallest Euclidean distances over all the 2,500,000 and 1,500,000 simulations performed for goats and horses, respectively. This approach provides a relative marginal posterior probability of each model over all those tested. It enables comparisons of different models because it eliminates dependencies on the number of parameters used in each model while integrating overall parameter values of these models. It also includes an automatic penalty for model complexity as models with more parameters have larger parameter spaces to search and so require more simulations in order to identify those generating a good fit between the simulated and the observed statistics. Therefore, for a given number of simulations, additional parameters that fail to improve the fit to the data would produce proportionally fewer simulations that are closer to the empirical data, and the corresponding models receive less marginal support. Figure 2 presents the results of this approximate Bayes Factor analysis for the best 10,000 simulations for both goats (Fig. 2a) and horses (Fig. 2b) .
Results
Goats
The simple model (Model 1), under which samples come from a single large expanding population, yielded a poorer overall fit to the data than did any of the other models except Model 5. This implies that demographic structure is required to explain the observed patterns of genetic diversity. The highest posterior probabilities were obtained for Models 2 and 4, which have 5 and 8 parameters, respectively. Both models assumed that the size of the C. aegagrus population remained constant size starting at 11,500 years BP, and that C. hircus population(s) come from an already 'managed' wild population of constant size. From an archaeological and geographic point of view, Model 4 makes the most sense, and despite being relatively complex, receives the best support.
Horses
Among the three models proposed for horse domestication, the one that best fit the data is Model 2, which assumes a constant ancestral population size that starts to expand at the time of domestication, without any bottleneck. This result supports the hypothesis that most lineages from the ancestral wild population were incorporated into the domestic one.
Discussion
The Neolithic transition is a cultural process defining the move from a semi-nomadic life-style with an economy based on hunting and gathering to a sedentary culture, in which agriculture and animal exploitation become the dominant subsistence strategies. It is likely to have been a long and complex process involving the acquisition of social behaviours associated with sedentary settlements, the development of new economic strategies (such as animal and plant domestication) and the retention of new skills and technical innovations (e.g. pottery, polished stone tools). This transition entailed diverse changes that shaped cultures (structured societies), environments (farming-like landscapes) and genetic diversity (of both domesticate species and human populations). As such past evolutionary processes This Bayes factor analogous analysis is based on 500,000 simulations of each model, with a comparison based on the ranking of the closer simulated summary statistics to the observed ones. These representations show the result of this analysis based on the 10,000 smaller Euclidean distances for both goat (a) and horse (b), but note that as there are 5 and 3 models for goat and horse, the total number of simulations taken into account is not the same, i.e. 2,500,000 and 1,500,000 simulations, respectively Unauthenticated Download Date | 6/14/19 8:06 AM shape the gene pool of modern populations, genetic data can be used to make inferences on those processes of domestication during the Neolithic transition.
Analyses of genetic diversity have attempted to address the relative role of founder events, geographic structure, local admixture with wild progenitors, and migrations, on their genetic diversity. In this context, phylogeographic studies have attempted to identify founding female (using mtDNA) or male (using Y chromosomes) lineages. However, the arrival of a population into a geographical region does not necessarily equate to the age of particular genealogical lineages observed in that region (Barbujani et al., 1998; Barbujani and Goldstein, 2004) .
As exemplified above in the case of goat and horse domestication, the coalescent simulation approach enables different evolutionary models to be evaluated for consistency with observed data. The results of this analysis for the goat samples show that serial founder effects from previously managed populations (Model 2 and, in particular, Model 4) appear more likely than distinct founder events for each population (Models 3 and 5). Furthermore, as Model 1 receives little support, it seems that a certain level of population structure between wild and domestic populations is needed to explain the observed mtDNA diversity. Furthermore, as Models 3 and 5 have been shown not to explain the observed summary statistics very well, it seems that any structure is more likely to have arisen after 11,500 BP, probably by way of sequential founding events with subsequent gene flow. In summary, multiple independent domestications do not seem necessary to explain the highly divergent lineages found in today's day goat populations. Further models can be envisaged, such as models that parameterize the times of the founder events to infer when the domesticated goat populations started to diverge genetically from the wild population, and assess how this time correlates with archaeological estimates.
In comparison, the results of our analyses show that of the three models considered, horse mtDNA pattern of diversity are best explained by one of an expanding domesticated population issued from a smaller single wild ancestral population. This seems in accord with previous studies that suggested either multiple domestications, or strong introgression of wild mares in the domestic population (Jansen et al., 2002; Vila et al., 2001 ). However, we would need to explicitly test further scenarios either by including more ancient samples from different regions (Europe, Central Asia) or by considering more than one ancient wild population as ancestral to modern domestic horses. Indeed, it would be useful to simulate two horse populations ancestral to two domestic horse populations, (e.g. one in Central Asia and one in Europe, with or without gene-flow between them). Horse domestication could also be seen as a bottleneck (or founder event) from both populations and either a subsequent strong gene flow between the two groups, or the convergence in a unique modern population, could occur, as discussed above. However, the fact that no strong phylogeographic structure is found in modern horses suggests that geographically structured models are only likely to receive support with the addition of considerably more ancient DNA data than is considered here.
The best model among a set tested does not necessarily equate to the one reflecting what actually occurred. No model that we could test could capture the true complexity of a population's history. This is exemplified when studying structured populations (Beaumont, 1999; Nielsen and Beaumont, 2009; Wakeley, 1999; Wilson et al., 2003) . Furthermore, we must emphasize that it is possible for multiple models to be consistent with both archaeological and genetic data; thus efficient statistical tools must be used to compare alternative evolutionary models. In that context, Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) provides a very promising means of comparing models of complex demographic histories of diverse populations (Beaumont et al., 2002; Ray et al., 2009 ). These methods make use of simplified models as a baseline to compare more complex models against. The reason why an ABC approach was not used here to estimate unknown parameters is that the number of simulations performed in this study was not sufficient to provide reliable estimates. More simulations need to be run in order to be more conclusive. But the results presented here do provide us with information that can be used to refine models and to sharpen intuitions on goat and horse domestication processes. The coalescent approach is not an end in itself (Currat, this volume; Currat and Excoffier, 2005; Excoffier et al., 2009; Francois et al., 2010; Hofer et al., 2009 ), but it can provide an initial understanding of the ancestral relationship between contemporaneous and ancient populations (Bramanti et al., 2009; Malmström et al., 2009) .
